
EPIGENETICS: Vaccines Are Deleting Human Genes & Transfecting Cells
With Ebola/Marburg

Description

Stockholm University just released a scientific horror. The “spike” protein in the Covid-19 “vaccines”
are penetrating the cells of the vaccinated, reaching the cell nuclei, and impairing your cell’s ability to
repair damaged DNA.

Pharmaceutical “vaccines” are silencing the genes responsible for DNA repair and deleting them 
forever in humans.

I joined Stew Peter’s Show once again, to break this shocking discovery on Red Voice Media.

Johnson & Johnson uses Adenovirus 26 (Ad26) in its vaxxine. J&J openly admits that their Ad26
vector “codes your cells to produce a spike protein” but they don’t tell you they’re also deleting your
genes.

The U.S. patent #20140017278 for Adenovirus 26 and 35 Filovirus, openly states that it codes your
cells with the Ebolaand Marburg chimeric proteins.

“The filovirus antigenic protein is usually a glycoprotein from an Ebola virus or a Marburg
virus.”

The J&J Adenovirus 26 vector deletes your E1 gene. The patent also states that it deletes the E1 
gene in Humans. This is known as the X Chromosome. The E1 gene is required for accurate and
instant repair of damaged DNA. Deletion of this gene is lethal.

E1 gene deletion causes embryonic lethality which means permanent sterility for men and women. It
causes Lactic Acidosis in children which is the lack of oxygen in the blood. E1 gene deletion causes 
rapid cancer growth, Thrombosis, and the coagulation of the blood which leads to clotting. Blood
clotting is the main reason people are dying from the Covid vaxxines.
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https://www.planet-today.com/2021/11/science-horror-vaccine-spike-protein.html
https://www.redvoicemedia.com/2021/11/doctor-marburg-aids-ebola-in-vaxx-intentional-infection-underway/
https://www.nbcphiladelphia.com/news/coronavirus/how-the-new-johnson-johnson-vaccine-primes-the-immune-system-in-one-shot/2725409/
https://patents.justia.com/patent/20140017278
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33676782/
https://www.whatisepigenetics.com/slaying-the-x-in-the-fairer-sex/
https://medlineplus.gov/ency/article/000391.htm
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/biochemistry-genetics-and-molecular-biology/cyclin-e1
https://www.cancer.gov/about-cancer/causes-prevention/genetics/brca-fact-sheet
https://www.cancer.gov/about-cancer/causes-prevention/genetics/brca-fact-sheet
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/pharmacology-toxicology-and-pharmaceutical-science/carotid-artery-injury


E1 gene deletion causes Mitochondrial DNA-Associated Syndrome which is a process of glucose
metabolism deficiency that exists in various diseases such as Alzheimer’s, epilepsy, diabetes-
associated cognitive decline, and severe neurological disorders such as Leigh’s Syndrome. There’s a
progressive loss of mental cognition and typically results in death within two or three years, usually due
to respiratory failure.

Without your E1 gene, your cells will literally self-suicide.

U.S. patent #10695417 is the Human Adenovirus 5 vector that contains E1 and E2B gene deletions.
The Adenovirus 5 vector is used in Sinovax and it encodes the cells with Ebola Glycoprotein.
Glycoprotein -41 and glycoprotein -120 are HIVviral coat Proteins and Glycoprotein plays a 
key role in reproduction.

Sinovac is used in China, Chile, Brazil, Turkey, and the Philippines.

The Adenovirus 5 vector was developed through Gain-of-Function research.

Knocking out the E2B gene caused sterilization in male mice.

You can order the chimeric messenger RNA of the Lentivirus and the Adenovirus 5 vectors or
Baculoviridae online from Thermo Fischer, for recombinant cross-species genomics (cloning).

Thermo Fischer explains how the Adenovirus 5 targets andentersthe bronchial epithelial cells(lungs)
and deletes the E3 and E4 genes, intentionally inducing Sjögren’s syndrome which is long-term
autoimmunity (AIDS).

Loss of your E4 gene deletes your cognitive function. Deletion of your E3 gene degenerates your
brain, causes dementia, gradual loss of memory, judgment, and the overall ability to function.

Here’s a study describing how you knockout the E3 gene.

The knockout of these genes affects the moisture-producing glands of your body. It’s not the “spike
protein” that’s causing the blood of the vaxxed to coagulate, it’s the gene silencing (deletion). Without
moisture, your blood coagulates and clots. The deletion of these genes also causes gastrointestinal
disorders.

Adenovirus 5 also alters the cell signaling pathways and leads to Lymphoma due to destruction to the
immune system. This causes cancers to grow and the blood to coagulate.

This is proof positive they’re creating the next “pandemic” with lethal injections that will gradually
induce AIDS in the inoculated masses through gene deletion.

The pharmaceutical cartel has not only injected Ebola and Marburg into people but they’re also
transfecting people’s cells with these catastrophic chimeric pathogens. The vaxxed will battle chronic
infections and lifelong disabilities while the cells of the vaxxed continuously replicate with the synthetic
genetic sequences of Ebola and Marburg until it kills them unless they detoxify continuously.
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https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8552971/
https://medlineplus.gov/genetics/condition/leigh-syndrome/
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/biochemistry-genetics-and-molecular-biology/cyclin-dependent-kinase-2
https://patents.justia.com/patent/10695417
https://www.techarp.com/science/cansino-convidecia-vaccine/
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/21325402/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glycoprotein
https://www.reference.com/science/functions-glycoproteins-9541ff78d0d60647
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/354986991_A_Single_Dose_of_a_Hybrid_hAdV5-Based_Anti-COVID-19_Vaccine_Induces_a_Long-Lasting_Immune_Response_and_Broad_Coverage_against_VOC
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4520152/
https://www.thermofisher.com/fi/en/home/life-science/bioproduction/poros-chromatography-resin/bioprocess-resins/cell-gene-therapy-solutions.html?cid=bpd_prf_wha_r01_co_cp1357_pjt5727_bpd00000_0se_gaw_rs_awa_kt_s00_&ef_id=722ac1ab5f131e49e2dfa0223951e7b8:G:s&s_kwcid=AL!3652!10!77378283402845!77378339169359
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/medicine-and-dentistry/human-adenovirus-5
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sjögren_syndrome
https://medlineplus.gov/genetics/gene/apoe/#condition
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fcell.2020.00039/full
https://ambassadorlove.wordpress.com/2021/11/01/transgenic-hydras-parasites-a-biological-weapons-system-for-rapid-human-cloning/
https://ambassadorlove.wordpress.com/2021/11/01/transgenic-hydras-parasites-a-biological-weapons-system-for-rapid-human-cloning/
https://www.thelibertybeacon.com/graphene-oxide-detox-protocols-for-the-vaxxed-unvaxxed/


The immune system of the vaxxed is depreciating 5% each week according to a recent UK
Government study. Everyone who vaxxed age 30 and above, will have no immunity left by Christmas.
But that’s not all.

As the cells of the vaxxed replicate Ebola and Marburg “spike proteins” and their cells decay and die,
they will shed the chimeric disease throughout the population via transmission. Therefore it’s crucial
for the unvaxxed to continuously detoxify as well.

According to a UK government declaration from the NIH, we are presently in a Phase III clinical trial
on Humans using the Adenovirus 5 vector to “fight Covid-19” which began on January 22, 2021.

“This is a global phase III clinical trial to evaluate efficacy, safety, immuogenicity of Ad5-
nCoV manufactured by Cansino and Beijing Institute of Biotechnology in health adults aged
18 years old and above.”

So the UK Government is partners with the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) to exterminate Humans.

The World Health Organization (WHO) also published on their website that we are in an Ebola Vaccine
Stage III Clinical Trial.

Image not found or type unknown

WHO published that we are in an Ebola Vaccine Stage III Clinical Trial

Later the WHO scrubbed it from their website.
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https://seemorerocks.is/immune-system-functions-are-dropping-around-5-each-week-in-those-who-were-vaccinated/
https://www.mixcloud.com/DrAriyanaLove/transmission-with-dr-ariyana-love/
https://www.thelibertybeacon.com/graphene-oxide-detox-protocols-for-the-vaxxed-unvaxxed/
https://www.clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT04526990
https://www.who.int/home/cms-decommissioning.


Image not found or type unknown

Viruses are still anunproven theory. Given the advances in scientific lab equipment and considering
that we’re able to observe nanotechnology under microscopy and spectroscopy, would somebody
please explain to me why we still can’t identify a virus? Could Germ Theory be the big pharmacopeia
lie in modern medicine and Terrain Theorybe the more relevant truth?

Governments enhanced the airborne transmissibility in mammals (Humans) of highly virulent avian
influenza strains. The history of making pathogens transmissible goes back at least to the synthesis of
viable influenza H1N1 from 1918. Incidentally, the 2009 swine flu Pandemicwas also induced by
inoculation using the H1N1 vaxxine. So this is nothing new under the sun.

Sinister shadow governments have been weaponizing nature, producing diseases through vaxxine
injection and genetically manipulating Humans for at least the past 100 years. But where did they get
this technology to do it?

The U.S. National Library of Medicine revealed something rather interesting. The USSR’s ‘invisible
anthrax’ is a Gain-of-Function bioweapon created by introducing an “alien gene“ into Bacillus
anthracis (bacteria). That’s how they made Anthrax. They used an alien gene and genetically altered
bacterial immunological properties to produce a deadly pathogen to Humans. Where did they get an
alien gene from? A UFO crash perhaps? Negotiations with other beings? Your guess is as good as
mine.

The U.S. Government has been testing this germ warfare technology on its own military troops since
the 1950s, using Adenovirus 4, Ad5, and Ad7 vectors with HIV encoding Envelope (clade C.1086).
The Ad7 vector delivered in enteric capsules has been used to“vaccinate” U.S. military personnel 
“against respiratory and gastrointestinal illness”, since the 1970s.

Monkeypox is also made from the same bacterial pathogens as Ebola and Marburg. Ebola and
Marburg can kill nine out of ten people it infects. Although this is not really an infection, it’s transfection
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https://stillnessinthestorm.com/2020/03/scientist-why-everything-you-learned-about-viruses-is-wrong/
https://www.westonaprice.org/health-topics/notes-from-yesteryear/germ-theory-versus-terrain-the-wrong-side-won-the-day/
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/30151594/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2009_swine_flu_pandemic
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1326447/#b8
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7546260/
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/15071026/


(human cloning).

Ebola and Marburg cause hemorrhagic fevers (VHF). They simultaneously affect multiple organ
systems in the body and may be accompanied by hemorrhage, or bleeding. These pathogens cause
high fever, chills, muscle aches, and vomiting. The patients worsen rapidly until they bleed from every
orifice in their body, including needle puncture wounds. They usually die within 1-3 days.

Bill and Melinda Gates say on their Gavi website to expect the next pandemic to be a Marburg
outbreak. These two psychics or psychos also claim that Ebola and Marburg are carried by African
Green Monkeys.

Thelying CDC claimsthat people can get “Ebola Virus disease” through direct contact with an infected
animal (bat or nonhuman primate). They’re taking the absolute piss out of us! Never in the history of
medicine has an animal disease infected Humans! The only possible way to make a Human diseased
with an animal disease is through cross-species genomics using Adenvirus or mRNA and
Nanotechnology.

Polio vaccines used in the late 1950s and early 1960s were intentionally contaminated with a bacterial
pathogen called the “Simian Virus” 40 (SV40) present in monkey kidney cells. The Simian Virus is used
for infecting Humans. It was “accidentally administered to Humans” through Polio vaxxines.

The “Vaccinia virus” is similar to the “smallpox virus” but it’s not naturally occurring after all. Scientific 
Direct reported that “vaccinee-to-cattle and cattle-to-human Transmissions occurred on Farms”,
proving the transmission of pathogens between animal to human species is being done by genetic
engineering and administered through vaxxines.

Knocking out the E1 and E3 genes is necessary when transfecting cross-species in order to make
the pathogen replicate. The Vaccinia pathogen has been used on a wide scale to produce many
different kinds of chimeric proteins, including HIV-1 and it encodes approximately 250 genes.

Ebola and Marburg are GAIN-and-Loss-of-Function bioweapons and both are created using the “Green
Monkey disease“, a chimeric pathogen that you can purchase online! 

Adenovirus’ are from human/monkey clone origin and are used with chimeric Lentiviruses, as well as
the Filoviruses. Of course, none of these are actual viruses! All the Adenoviruses and messenger RNA
(mRNA) are chimeric weapons used to code your cells to reproduce deadly proteins used to both
silence genes and program artificial genetic sequences. They are inducing diseases and making up
disease names and syndromes to hide the fact that it’s coming from vaxxines!

Ebola, Marburg, and Monkeypox are Gain-of-Function bioweapons created using the “Green
Monkey disease”. It’s an Adenovirus made from E. coli bacteria from the decaying flesh of a
human/monkey hybrid’s kidney tissue culture. Adenovirus vectors transfect Humans with monkey DNA,
Ebola, and HIV. Adenovirus vectors are transfecting humans with monkey DNA and Human DNA
from a Chimpanzee/Human clone to be exact.

There are 49 immunologically distinct types of adenovirus that can cause infection for long-term gene
expression. They’re made with Sialic acid which is a group of derivatives of Neuraminic Acid found in 
animal tissues
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https://www.cdc.gov/vhf/marburg/index.html
https://www.gavi.org/vaccineswork/next-pandemic/marburg
https://www.cdc.gov/vhf/ebola/index.html
https://www.chop.edu/centers-programs/vaccine-education-center/vaccine-ingredients/sv40
https://infectagentscancer.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/1750-9378-2-13
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/medicine-and-dentistry/vaccinia-virus
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/medicine-and-dentistry/vaccinia-virus
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3848218/
https://www.atcc.org/products/vr-706
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC375638/pdf/jvirol00317-0088.pdf
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/0092867479903350
https://www.science.org/doi/10.1126/sciadv.aax3567


. Sialic acid is the primary entry receptor used in Adenovirus.

Sialic Acid is an animal DNA from “Species D” Adenovirus which is used in both Adenovirus 5 and
Adenovirus 26 (Sinovac and J&J) to transfect Ebola and HIV into Human cells using Sialic acid-bearing
glycans (animal DNA) as a primary cell entry receptor. Adenovirus 5 is of“Chimpanzee origin”.
There’s that Green Monkey clone again!

Sialic acid proliferates tumor growth and metastases. N-acetylneuraminic acid (Neu5Ac) is made
from E. coli bacteria. See the study’s here and here.

Polio vaxxines used in the late 1950s and early 1960s were “contaminated with a virus” or rather a
bacterial pathogen called the Simian Virus 40 (SV40) which is present in monkey kidney cells used to
grow the vaxxine.

The Pharma death cult is inducing diseases with their vaxxine racket and making up names and
syndromes that they can then profit from by “treating” later when people become diseased. What would
life be like without the Pharma cartel disabling our children and killing healthy people in the name of
science and medicine?

There are no viruses involved in the making of any of the mRNA or Adenovirus vaxxines, only GAIN-
and Loss-of-Function chimeric pathogens made from bacteria and other plasmids which Pharma keeps
naming “viruses”.

There’s no “spike” from a virus particle being used in any of these vaxxine induced diseases. We
should change our language from “spike protein” which is a half-truth with a half-lie and replace it with 
“chimeric protein” to be medically accurate because that’s what we’re dealing with.

E. coli bacteria are used as the base for all these chimeric diseases because bacteria DNA replicates.
They’re also using other plasmids and mixing fungus, yeasts, and “several mammal-based systems”
(Human/Chimpanzee clone), then genetically enhancing them to increase lethality.

They’re also using baculovirus-mediated insect cell expression. This means the Pharma cult is
transfecting human cells with insect DNA. This could explain the strange mutations and Morgellons.

Marburg is simply Ebola with Ricin added to make it more lethal. Both cause hemorrhagic fevers
(VHF) and attack multiple organ systems in the body, accompanied by bleeding.

The Pharma death cartel and the Eugenicists already have a PCR kit for “testing” for Marburg disease
and a vaxxine to immunize against, called RiVax. The main component of RiVax is “a genetically
altered version of a Ricin Toxin.” Ricin is more toxic than Graphene Oxide, by the way.

I think it’s high time people stop trusting our governments, stop relying on government and take our
children out of public schools, as Dr. Zev Zelenko said to Alex Jones on Info Wars. Don’t sacrifice your
kids to Satan.

My detox protocol works for the vaxxed and the unvaxxed to kill the Micro-plasmids (parasites,
transgenic Hydra’s and bacteria) and reverse the coagulation cascade which leads to blood clots.
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https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/17228314/
https://www.sigmaaldrich.com/FI/en/product/sigma/a2388
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/28508067/
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/31517055/
https://www.chop.edu/centers-programs/vaccine-education-center/vaccine-details/polio-vaccine
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3848218/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ricin
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC120575/
https://ir.soligenix.com/2020-12-08-Soligenix-Demonstrates-Extended-Protection-with-its-RiVax-R-Ricin-Toxin-Vaccine
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